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Story

- New adventures featuring Gloria the brave little firefly!

- Book 1 has already sold over 15,000 copies

- Short, self-contained bedtime stories

Gloria Firefly is back! In this second read-aloud book, ten new adventures await the helpful little firefly. What

Gloria longs for most in the world is to see the sea, but she knows she will have to practise very hard if she

is ever to make the journey. At last, Gloria’s hard work pays off, and she sets out on an eventful trip to the

seaside with her best friend Lilly Belle and her grandpa Guido. Gloria eventually discovers that the sea is

very beautiful – but that her home in the Twinkling Forest is the most beautiful place of all!

 

Kirsten Vogel

Kirsten Vogel, born in 1977, wrote for TV series for a long time and was a producer of the family series "Der

Landarzt" before she discovered writing children's stories for herself after the birth of her second son.

Kirsten Vogel lives with her family in Berlin.
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Susanne Weber

Press commentaries

Press reviews for the series:

“Magical!”

fratz&Co

“This book is an incredibly lovely written and designed children’s book.”

ClevereFrauen.de
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More titles in this series

Gloria Firefly – Sparkling

Dreams (Vol. 5)

Gloria Firefly – Enchanting

Bedtime Stories (Vol. 1)

Gloria Firefly - Magic Tales

(Vol. 3)

Gloria Firefly - Sparkling Tales

(Vol. 4)
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